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Welcome to our latest outlook report. Following the January edition, our mid
year report provides an update on some of our key markets, looking at how the
year has developed and what we might expect for the second half of 2021.

Unsurprisingly the first six months of 2021 have been very much focussed on
the three Cs: China, Covid and Carbon. The first is still the dominant force in
shipping, the second continues to have an impact across the globe, and the
third is fast becoming one of the key priorities in sustainable shipping.

The combined effect of logistical complexity and growing demand has driven
the upward market trends in dry cargo and bulk commodity derivatives. This
has been sustained and in the first half of 2021 was boosted by the rest of the
world following the Chinese engine.

At the same time the Tanker market has been greatly hampered by Covid
related uncertainty, OPEC+ supply cuts and capped by the overhang of crude
stored in 2020. The Tanker market outlook for the second half of 2021 is more
positive and the combination of stock drawdowns and positive demand are
welcome.

Carbon trading is much anticipated at SSY, and we look forward to working
with our clients to support the IMO’s climate goals. We have launched our
Carbon desk which provides offsetting services and support to all clients, and
we are also working with our data partners to create solutions to help give our
clients better insights and access to information. No doubt the carbon
emissions space will be complex and fast moving but as a world-class ship
broker we know that we can make a difference to our customers by embracing
this challenge.

We are also working towards our own carbon neutrality and looking at how we
can reduce emissions across our global offices. We hope the lessons we learn
from this process will help to inform your journey too and that together we can
help build a more sustainable future.

INTRODUCTION

Mark Richardson
Chairman, Simpson Spence Young
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If the overarching theme of 2020 was
Chinese import demand growth
countering the effects of locked down
demand in the rest of the world, then the
first half of 2021 has been characterised by
returning demand in the rest of the world,
helping to create the foundations for the
strongest dry bulk freight markets since
2010. 

The freight futures (FFA) markets
demonstrate the magnitude of the
transformation of market expectations
from the end of last year. On the final
trading day of 2020, the first half of 2021
for the Capesize TC average was priced at
an implied $11,860/day, less than half of
the actual physical average. The
corresponding mismatch in Supramax
pricing was also conspicuous: FFAs were
trading the Supra 10 TCs at an implied
$9,700/day for the first six months of 2021
at close of business on 30 December,
whereas the physical average ended up
above $20,000/day.

The drivers behind this year’s
extraordinary markets have been diverse.
Growth in seaborne trade has been broad-
based, spanning numerous cargo types
from industrial bulks through to grain.
Fleet inefficiencies played a key role in
supporting vessel supply/demand
balances in 2020 (through crew change
requirements and quarantining, for
example), and vessel queues in Brazil 
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Derek Langston
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    Major grain exporters
in the first four months
of the year recorded
annual growth of close
to 8% and featured
monthly US coarse grain
exports reaching 10 Mt
for the first time in
March.

“

TRANSFORMATION IN
THE DRY BULK FREIGHT
MARKETS



and China among others once again
absorbed significant levels of bulker
tonnage throughout the first half of 2021.

Despite crude steel production growth in
January-June of almost 12% in China
alongside a comparably robust 14% in the
rest of the world, many benchmark steel
prices have still managed to soar to record
heights. 

With iron ore prices mirroring steel and
reaching all-time highs, seaborne iron ore
trade has been shaped by rising supply
availability. Returning iron ore mining
capacity in Brazil to a yearly increase of
22.5 Mt in the first six months of the year,
boosting Capesize fronthaul volumes, while
China has been able to draw on more iron
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    With iron ore prices
mirroring steel and
reaching all-time highs,
seaborne iron ore
trade has been shaped
by rising supply
availability.

“



ore from India, with imports from the
country reaching a near decade high of 6.3
Mt in April. The steel sector resurgence
also raised steel scrap imports into Turkey
to an all-time high in April, so lifting
demand for geared tonnage in Europe. 

Crucially, major grain exporters in the first
five months of the year recorded annual
growth of 7.5%  and featured monthly US
coarse grain exports reaching 10 Mt for the
first time in March, more than double the
year-ago level. In addition, Brazil’s soya
exports in April and May powered past
monthly previous peaks to set fresh
records of 17.8 Mt and 18.2 Mt, respectively,
while Australian grain exports rebounded
following two years of drought. 

The positive effects of this year’s partial
recovery in seaborne coal trade have been
accentuated by longhaul coal volumes,
with Capesize shipments from Taman in
the Black Sea to East Asia being one such
example. Coal market dynamics in China,
constrained domestic output due to safety
checks have incentivised imports from a
multitude of locations, with one very high-
profile exception, Australia.

Aside from the historically high markets,
this year stood out on account of the
Pacific premium to the Atlantic in the 
sub-Capesize markets, which emerged in
March began and persisted through the
second quarter.

Much is owed to China’s import pull.
Inflows of coal from Indonesia have been
supplemented by cement from Vietnam,
returning nickel ore supply from the
Philippines, iron ore from India, in tandem
with shipments of logs from New Zealand.

At the same time exports of steels and
fertilisers from China generated demand
for vessels in the opposite direction.

A mention must go to the parallel
developments in the container shipping
markets. Boom market conditions have
led to a chronic physical shortage of
containers as well as soaring costs of slots
on the vessels. The corollary development
has been that dry bulk carriers found
themselves in demand for additional
cargoes, effectively marking a sudden
reversal of the long-term process of
containerisation in place since the 1960s.

Market balances in the 2h21 will again be
shaped by a multitude of drivers. Cargo
supply from Brazil, for example, both in
terms of iron ore and corn will have a
bearing on trade flows, while, on the
demand side, fears of a China slowdown
have surfaced. A key influence will again
come from fleet inefficiencies in the form
of port congestion, quarantining and
changes to voyage lengths. 
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Tanker markets have experienced exceptionally weak trading
conditions so far in 2021, with half year earnings at multi-year
lows. The resurgence in Covid cases amid new variants led to
renewed lockdowns and restrictions, firstly in Europe and
then across Asia while Latin American cases also climbed,
which put the brakes on the recovery in global oil demand.
Refiners were still drawing down the massive oil inventories
that were built in 2020 due to the contango in the oil futures
market and Covid demand destruction, so limiting fresh oil
purchases and curbing tanker trade flows. The many ships
that had been booked for floating storage or period charters
last year also steadily returned to the spot market, elevating
tonnage supply. 

A CHALLENGING
2021 SO FAR FOR
TANKERS 
Claire Grierson
Head of Tanker Research

Source: SSY 
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China is a major driver of crude tanker
demand, but its imports declined through
2Q21 as it reduced spot crude purchasing
and utilized domestic stocks that were
rapidly built in 2020 when oil prices were
low. Oil prices had risen to over $70/bbl,
likely adding to a reluctance to buy.
Independent refiners also trimmed refinery
runs as they were near their allotted crude
import quotas and were awaiting new
batches. Newswires had also reported a
significant rise in deliveries of Iranian oil

into China at the start of the year in the
form of blendstocks, so dampening
purchases of other crudes and spot tanker
market needs.   

Still there were brief periods when earnings
rallied in some markets due to unexpected
events and this was particularly so for
clean tankers. These included the “deep
freeze” in Texas in February that closed
refineries and the cyber-attack in May on
the Colonial Pipeline that feeds oil
products from refineries in the US Gulf to
east coast consumers. Both events
boosted tanker shipments of clean fuels
into the Atlantic coast, a region that has
seen the closure of refineries and their

    As we enter the second 
half of 2021, there are more positive
fundamental drivers that should lift
tanker rates off their lows. 

“
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units over the past few years. Suezmax,
Aframax and LR rates jumped in March
when passage through the Suez Canal was
blocked after the containership Ever Given
ran aground, leading to a build-up of
vessels that injected uncertainty into the
tanker market about vessel availability and
the potential that ships would need to
reroute around the Cape of Good Hope.
But transit was resumed after a week and

the backlog of tankers quickly cleared.
However, the short-lived nature of
earnings spikes this year has highlighted
the overcapacity of tonnage in the market
amid lower cargo volumes and limited
scrapping of crude tankers. Here many
older ships that would typically have been
expected to scrap have been observed as
working on sanctioned Venezuelan and
Iranian trades.  

What could foster a recovery in
rates?

As we enter the second half of 2021, there
are more positive fundamental drivers that
should lift tanker rates off their lows. Major

Clean Tanker Spot TCE $/day
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oil forecasters are predicting a sharp jump
in global oil consumption in the second
half of the year (over 4M b/d from 1H21) as
vaccination roll outs rise, lockdowns are
eased and with more positive economic
conditions so buoying refined product use
and supporting higher refinery runs. Surplus
oil stocks have largely drawn in many
regions therefore prompting higher imports
through the latter part of the year. OPEC+
agreed a pathway to restore the remaining
5.8M b/d of production from the 9.7M b/d
cut it had agreed in April 2020 to
collectively increase output by around
400K b/d from August through to
September 2022. Certainly, these increases

will bring much needed cargoes although
the staggered supply release will only mean
a gradual rise in volumes. Oil consumption
is being lifted in Europe and the US as the
vaccine pace steps up which should be
supportive for clean tanker demand as they
are product importers while refineries in
Europe are returning idled units and raising
runs that will lift crude demand and
potentially buoy tanker trade. 

But there are headwinds. Stemming the
acceleration in Covid cases in Asia will be
key for crude tanker trade to rise. Many
countries have placed fresh Covid
restrictions in recent months and
vaccination rates have been slow to step
up. Oil demand has been capped in major
oil product importers in SE Asia. This
potentially pushes forward the recovery
timeframe for the tanker market. China is
taking more oversight of oil imports and
the smaller independent refiners that is set

    Stemming the acceleration
in Covid cases in Asia will be
key for crude tanker trade to
rise.

“
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to affect their throughputs. It bought in a
new consumption tax in June on oil
blendstocks that include light cycle oil,
mixed aromatics and bitumen blend, which
teapot refiners use as feedstock. State
refiners are expected to lift runs to boost
gasoline/gasoil output to meet an
anticipated shortfall from blenders
because of this tax and so their crude
import demand should pick up. But this
increase may not be enough to offset an
expected fall in independent refiner
imports as Beijing lowered their second
quota crude import allocations for 2021
compared with last year. China is reported
to be releasing crude from its Strategic
Petroleum Reserves (SPR) which may also
limit near-term import demand and India
too is discussing sales from its SPR. 

OPEC’s future decisions on increasing
output will be critical for market recovery.
Focus will also be on any nuclear deal that is

agreed with Iran that raises their oil exports.
While Iran’s production rise is likely to be
gradual it has a significant volume of oil and
condensates in storage that could be
delivered immediately in Asia, utilising its
own ships or older tonnage operating on
these trades, which again could impact on
near-term spot crude tanker trade.
Scrapping levels have fallen short of our
expectations so far this year, adding to an
overhang of tonnage, although for the clean
tanker sector, removals in the first half of
the year were at their highest in dwt for that
half yearly period since 2H10. Second-hand
sales of older crude tankers means few have
been sold for demolition. But with scrap
prices climbing to their highest levels since
2008 this could stimulate more removals
through the rest of the year. Still, significant
risks to oil and tanker demand remain in the
form of new Covid strains and how infection
rates are managed during the northern
hemisphere winter.
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    OPEC’s future decisions on
increasing output will be critical
for market recovery. Focus will
also be on any nuclear deal that
is agreed with Iran that raises
their oil exports.
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The Chemical Tanker market has not evolved in
2021 as had been predicted. Covid was always
going to restrict a full recovery, but it had been
fondly believed that the successful vaccination
program would stimulate chemical demand and
help get the chemical tanker market get back on its
feet. After all, chemicals are perceived as a building
block in the growth of the global economy. The
easing of lockdown restrictions should result in
improved demand, whether it be automobiles,
house building, consumables or just simply travel
and all the components that go into making
automotive fuels. 

A V-shaped recovery might have been too much to
have expected, but the evidence is clear that some
countries are already at close to pre-pandemic
economic growth statistics, without even the
benefit of pent-up demand. Employment figures for
some developed countries are very positive. In
effect, the chemical tanker market was poised for a
recovery during 2021. 

However, this did not come to pass. As of now,
freight rates in the West are stable at best, but there
are many trade lanes where freights have collapsed.
Asia on the other hand has reported solid upswings
on freight. How has all this occurred?

It all started in the middle of February when winter
storm Viola struck the southeastern States of
America, and in particular Texas, disabling nearly a
quarter of all US petrochemical production. Many
plants were taken off-line, either as a precautionary
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Adrian Brown
Senior Analyst

ICE IN TEXAS, AND 
THE WHOLE MARKET
CAUGHT A COLD
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measure, or through a lack of power. The
storm lasted for just a few days but had far-
reaching consequences.

The US is a net exporter of petrochemicals,
with Europe, Asia Latin America and South
America taking the majority of exports.
Buyers in those countries were forced to
look for alternative supplies. Commodity
prices rocketed. Global trade flows
changed. Asia developed into an exporter,
supplying both Europe and the US. 

Simultaneously, demand for renewables was
increasing, especially for “waste” products
such as used cooking oil since they boost
the green credentials of fuels blending from

an industry already under environmental
scrutiny for the use of edible oils in
automotive fuels. Asia is a major supplier of
such grades. 

With copper prices reaching 10-year highs,
sulphuric acid became a very desirable
commodity, being used in the production of
copper. Asia is also one of the major acid
exporting regions. During this period,
demand soared, and freight rates almost
doubled. 

A mild increase in demand for CPP tonnage
in Asia, and in the Middle East removed the
possibility of “swing tonnage” entering the
chemical market.
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    A V-shaped recovery might have been too much to have
expected, but the evidence is clear that some countries are
already at close to pre-pandemic economic growth statistics,
without even the benefit of pent-up demand.
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It was almost the perfect storm.

Restarting so many plants in the US was
arduous and not a simple task. Two months
after the storm, a large proportion of
capacity remained off-line, and even by
mid-year, there are still large chemical
manufacturing sites that are idle. Those
plants that did restart were focused mainly
on domestic US demand. The US economy,
under a new president was able to benefit
from a robust vaccination rollout, further
eliminating the need to export chemicals.

Outlook for 2H 2021

Much depends upon covid and any variants,
giving rise to a fourth wave. A wider
vaccination program will be necessary on a
global basis to protect existing chemical
demand. Assuming that a balance can be
struck, we envisage that the US export
market will gradually re-emerge in 2H21.
Commodity prices are currently inflated but
are beginning to show signs of re-
balancing. Benzene, for example, a basic
chemical that is used as a feedstock for
many derivative chemicals is currently

around USD950/tonne FOB Rotterdam, but
at the end of April it was USD1,750/tonne.
Usually, it would be valued at around
USD400-500/tonne. Benzene is often
derived from naphtha which ought to be
influenced by the current high price of
crude oil, but since that correlation is weak
presently, it suggests that chemical prices
will realign further, and thereby better
reflecting the reduction in demand caused
by the pandemic. 

European chemical tanker markets have
been extremely weak through 2Q21, we
believe because chemical users and buyers
have been de-stocking in the anticipation of
greater supplies and therefore cheaper
prices. 

The shipping markets are expected to re-
balance in 2H21. The US will begin to export
to its traditional markets. Arbs from Asia
are likely to dry up, although questions
remain as to how much material Asia will
import and how much it will be able to
export since China has set itself an
ambitious target of becoming self-sufficient
in many key chemicals. 
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From the point of view of tonnage supply,
the orderbook has hardly expanded.
Indeed, there are sectors such as the sub-
15,000 dwt market, in which the average
age of vessels is 13 years. Small stainless-
steel tankers are even older, but constraints
still exist with regards which technologies
to employ with regards propulsion
systems. Moreover, the prices that older
stainless tankers can achieve in the

recycling market are very high (up to
USD875/t lwt), and consequently a number
of relatively young vessels have been
removed from the fleet. 

Should fleet growth remain negligible, and
demand begins to recover to pre-pandemic
levels, there is the potential for the chemical
tanker market to enjoy a stronger 2H21 and
for earnings to recover. 
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Good fortune has once more returned to the dry bulk
FFA markets, with higher rates and significantly
increased volumes to date this year. We anticipated
volume growth in our January Outlook report, predicting
increases as new participants came to the market, but we
were not expecting the scale of the growth we have
experienced, which comes on the tail of rates higher than
those seen in recent years.
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A SUCCESSFUL
SIX MONTHS 
IN THE FFA 
MARKETS

Duncan Dunn
Senior Director SSY Futures Ltd
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The growth has come on the back of
market conditions that are already
described in the Dry Bulk Freight section of
this report, but in brief the FFA market has
responded to price volatility with increasing
volume as existing traders react to price
shifts and new participants come to the
market to find a solution to increased
exposure to risk. This was driven by
demand growth in tonnage from Handysize

to Panamax as imports into China boomed
after their economy accelerated away from
lockdown in Q1 and Q2.

As this has been particularly noticeable in
the smaller sizes, the new Handysize 38KT
contract was launched by the Baltic to
cover the increasing fleet of vessels
between their Supramax Tess 58 vessel
type and the much smaller old 28kt Handy.
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SSY was at the centre of the launch of
FFA trading in this vessel size and we are
hopeful that it will be a busy new contract
before long. Certainly indications are
positive and the logic for the vessel spec,
with so many ships near to this size and
subject to increased price volatility is
compelling.

As you can see from the charts, they
illustrate not only the extent of the growth
in the FFA market but also the continued
increase in the share of the Supramax
contract and the re-emergence of the
Panamax at the centre of FFA trading,
after a ten-year period in which the Capes
led the way in FFAs as traders responded
to the extreme volatility in that area.

Finally, Option volume has continued to
grow promisingly and we believe that after
a brief lag it will match the resurgence in
FFAs to date in 2021. We anticipate this
continued growth will be generated as the
financial markets increase their
engagement with FFAs, especially if the
much-anticipated shipping super cycle
emerges.
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By December 2020 benchmark iron ore prices had already
advanced to nine-year highs, with the TSI 62% Fe cfr North
China price briefly touching $176.9/t. The forward curve was
backwardated at the time, with the first six months of 2021
priced a shade below $150/t. China’s Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology was quoted by state media, arguing
that the country’s steel sector must “resolutely” cut
production. 

Fast forward six months, and the same iron ore price had
averaged $183-184/t in January-June, with a peak of $233.1/t
in May marking an all-time high, while new records in China’s
crude steel output had been achieved. 

However, factory gate inflation in China jumped in May. The
Producer Price Index (PPI) reached 9.0%, the fastest increase
in 13 years (amplified by a -3.7% fall in May last year) and
evoking fears of cost-push inflation resulting from the cross-
commodity price boom. 

Against this background, China’s National Development and
Reform Commission (NDRC) announced “zero tolerance”
towards monopolistic behaviour and hoarding of
commodities. According to newswires, regulators also
warned steel mills in key production centres Shanghai and
Tangshan against collusion, irregularities and “price gouging”.
Extensive bouts of volatility ensued. Six daily moves of
greater than $10/t were recorded in the 18 trading days
between 7 May and 1 June compared with just two such
moves in the preceding five years. 
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RECORD IRON ORE
PRICES WITH
SHAKE-UP IN 
COKING COAL
MARKET DYNAMICS

Derek Langston
Head of SSY Consultancy & research



Environmental policies again focused on
Tangshan involving sintering curbs, so
stretching lump premiums to new highs. 

For coking coal prices, supply and demand
fundamentals have been complicated by
China’s aversion to imports from Australia.

In the seven months since Australian coking
coal imports last appeared in Chinese
customs data (in other words from
December-June inclusive), imports from
Russia almost doubled, gaining 2.7 Mt year-
on-year to 5.6 Mt, volumes from Mongolia
advanced 1.0 Mt to 9.9 Mt, while shipments
from the US jumped 3.3 Mt to 4.0 Mt and
those from Canada gained 2.6 Mt to 4.5 Mt. 

For comparison, the annual loss from
Australia over the same period was far
greater, at more than 24 Mt.

Viewed from an Australian export
perspective, more than 30% (or close to 34
Mt) of the country’s high rank coking coal in
2020 was exported to China. With China’s
avoidance of Australian coal, this grade has
been offered to alternative buyers, which
seemingly have been unable to match the
loss of purchasing from China. 

Even with some mining capacity in
Queensland offline, by mid-May the
Australian low-vol prime hard coking coal
price from IHS was languishing below the
12-month average at around $110/t, virtually
the polar opposite of corresponding iron
ore price developments.

Since then, the Australia price has spiralled,
moving above $180/t by late June. 

This sudden increase has taken place as
delivered costs into China for similar grades
have soared even more dramatically to
$300/t. This can be traced to the building
pressures caused by (1) domestic supply
constraints (with safety checks intensifying
in the run-up to the centenary celebrations
of the Communist Party at the start of July),
(2) limited international options, and (3)
ongoing robust underlying demand.

In addition, restrictions on domestic mining
from environmental and safety checks and
closures of small, inefficient coke ovens in
the last couple of years (in anticipation of
the arrival of new coking capacity) have
helped contribute to the highest fob North
China coke prices in the first half of 2021
since 2012. 

The timing of the anticipated return of
coking coal mining capacity in China will
have a major bearing on price in the second
half of the year.

The robustness of iron ore prices (and
latterly, coking coal) remains vulnerable of
course to suspected future or actual cuts in
Chinese steel production. Severe weather
events aside, fiscal and industrial policies in
China can play a defining role for
steelmaking raw material prices, with the
outcome for market dynamics dependent
on the extent of potential steel output
curbs in some areas on the one hand and
on levels of support for the Chinese
economy on the other.
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    For coking coal prices, supply and demand
fundamentals have been complicated by
China’s aversion to imports from Australia.
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The first half of the year has been largely
driven by increased global stimulus and
inflation expectations. With the question
remaining, is this the beginning of a
'supercycle'?

US stimulus packages of trillions of dollars
to prevent economic collapse since the
beginning of the pandemic, in addition to
proposed infrastructure spending brings
metals to focus; Traditional infrastructure
and proposed green energy transitioning
meaning an additional focus on production
of EVs and other green energy projects
worldwide. Furthermore, questions on
whether the loose fiscal and monetary
policy continues into 2H21 with suggested
inflationary pressure in China.

LME index momentum continued through
1H21, with healthy consolidation throughout.
Positioning remains strong and visible
availability of metal stocks remains low,
with aluminium featuring heavily. Last year
China became a net importer of aluminium
for the first time in nearly 11 years, which has

continued into 2021. This could be strongly
correlated to the narrative of future carbon
neutralisation, due to the energy intensive
process of the production of aluminium -
which we saw from the curtailment of
aluminium production in Inner Mongolia to
meet energy targets. Copper also achieved
$10,747.50 - new highs.

The general industry consensus is that
future projects are needed for supply to
meet the demand shortfall on metals such
as copper - China has already been working
towards changes in legislation allowing
improvements in copper scrap supply after
previous bans. It does feel like more is
needed for supply to meet demand, which
will likely come after prices can prove
sustained at these higher levels after we
have moved so quickly to the upside. A
shift to start treating Covid-19 differently as
vaccinations are becoming more widely
available will also see logistical bottlenecks
ease towards the end of 2H21. So additional
consolidation/mean reversion seems
expected, but with the uptrends still intact.
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Ben Taylor
Head of Metals Derivatives, SSY Futures Ltd

AN UPDATE ON THE
METALS MARKET 
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LNG OUTLOOK

Toby Dunipace
Head of LNG

The first six months of the year has seen a (perhaps 
surprisingly) strong LNG shipping market. Historically, 
the market tends to cool off during the period from 
February to May/June every year. This is largely 
because LNG shipping tends to follow in parallel to 
the trend of the LNG commodity markets. The LNG 
commodity market is the biggest factor when 
considering what the shipping market looks like. 
Ordinarily, the Far Eastern buying markets (Japan –
Korea – Taiwan – China especially) and also to a 
certain extent Europe (as we factor in the arbitrage 
between basins) dictates the seasonality that is so 
common in LNG. In very simple terms, LNG is liquefied 
methane that, at the import terminal, is regasified and 
then sent via pipeline or truck to gas fired power 
stations. The demand for gas fired power is mostly at 
its highest during the northern hemisphere winter 
season (November – February). 
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As a result, the pull of LNG to the East is 
strongest during the traditional winter 
period. The trend is therefore quite easy to 
predict every year, as the winter season 
comes to an end, the demand for gas 
comes off and the pull of ships to the East 
dwindles. The “pull to the East,” is an 
important aspect to consider as we are 
referring to average tonne miles. The major 
Far East buying nations pull shipping to 
them when demand is high, and this 
increases tonne miles from some of the 
major exporting nations such as the United 
States of America, Nigeria, and Qatar. 
Instead of trade being regionalised, we see 
more cross basin trade and therefore
“longer,” tonne miles. Tonne miles reduce 
with lower demand from the Far East and 
trade becomes more “intra-basin.”

To a certain extent, 2021 has so far followed
the above trend, we saw monumental
charter rates of $250,000 / day or more
recorded during the 2020/2021 winter. And
as we predicted in the last version of this
report, the shipping rates (thanks largely to
the price of gas) have come off. By March
2021 we were seeing charter rates well
below $50,000 / day (this is considerably
lower than the average break-even level for
a modern ship). The difference however this
year so far and years gone by is that the
down period, which are often referred to as

“shoulder months,” was very short. By April
the market began to improve and as we
have drawn close to the end of the first half
of the year, charter rates are now well
above the breakeven level for modern
ships. At the halfway point we are recording
spot charter rates for TFDE (Tri Fuel Diesel
Electric) Ships at $80,000 / day in the
Atlantic Basin and $75,000 / day in the
Middle East and Far East respectively. 

The first half of 2021 has been the strongest
first half of any LNG shipping year since
2014, with an average price for TFDE
vessels of $68,000 / day. Most Owners
would consider this to be at or above
breakeven levels, which, for the traditionally
poor half of the year, is very encouraging
indeed. Another reason to be positive,
whilst looking back at the last 6months, is
that the predictions for 2021 were very poor
indeed. 2021 was forecasted to be a weak
cycle because there was a historic amount
of LNG new building vessels set to be
delivered, without contracted charters
against them. The speculative ships were
due to put heavy pressure on charter rates,
as they were to increase the available
shipping capacity. 2021 is also a year of
almost no new production coming online,
so the fear in the market was that the
shipping capacity would outweigh the
production for a good portion of the year.
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    The quicker than expected
recovery in LNG shipping levels this
year is the counter punch to what
happened last winter. 

“



This has not happened, and the explanation
for this is mostly to do with, again, the LNG
commodity. The end of 2020 saw an
incredible spike in the JKM (Japan Korea
Marker) pricing for LNG. We saw LNG
prices above $25/Mmbtu, smashing all
records for this price point. The cold
weather in China especially (parts of the
country saw -30 degrees) stimulated
demand and saw panic buying as storage
ran out. On top of that, the Panama Canal
saw heavy delays as there was severe
congestion during this busy period. All of
this was a perfect storm that resulted in a
continuous cycle of cold weather driving
the demand for gas, the demand for gas
driving the demand for shipping, and the
lack of available shipping resulting in even
higher demand as there was a lack of
transportation.

The quicker than expected recovery in LNG
shipping levels this year is the counter
punch to what happened last winter.
Storage levels are at an all-time low, and the
demand therefore for gas is at very healthy

levels. Added to that, we are emerging 
slowly from the full-scale impact of the 
Covid-19 pandemic. Businesses are 
returning to work, and with vaccination roll 
out, a sense of normality is starting to 
return. 

All of this is setting a very handsome 
rhetoric for the remainder of this year. We 
are well and truly past the worst part of the 
year, and now we are looking at peak 
summer trading where the demand for 
energy to supply air conditioning (as 
opposed to heating) can have a positive 
impact on pricing. Once this period comes 
to an end then winter comes around again 
very quickly. Based on what we are seeing 
now (high commodity pricing and high 
shipping, in June) the sentiment from the 
market is one of overwhelming positivity. 
The chartering market is nervous about 
securing tonnage (or not being able to 
secure tonnage) during the period where 
the most money can be made, and 
therefore Owners have seen a purple patch 
for short term (12-24 month) charters.
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Traders and Energy Majors are tending to
prefer to lock in a lower rate in exchange
for a longer duration. The fear is that the
spot levels that were seen in Q4 2020 will
return and could be maintained for longer
this year. The fear of simply not being
able to find a ship, and paying a penalty
for cargo cancellation, is very real. 

Making predictions is a very challenging
and often fruitless game, and in LNG
shipping as with most shipping sectors, it
can often be a market of extremes. This
year it appears to be very robust, with
charterers cautiously chartering in early
to secure their positions. The fortunes of
the market now will mostly depend on
the commodity price. If the arbitrage
makes sense, then Owners will have no
hesitation to up their rates, and
Charterers will still move on this
expensive tonnage. If the weather stays
milder and storage levels increase, then
things could be a little flatter. Currently,
most of the market’s money is on a busy
second half of 2021.
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    Based on what we are
seeing now (high commodity
pricing and high shipping, in
June) the sentiment from the
market is one of
overwhelming positivity.
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Green Finance typically compromises the
financing of public and private investments in
goods and services that can demonstrate
compliance, or a path towards compliance, with
internationally set environmental standards.

It is a focal area for governments, capital
providers and companies and is expected to
attract higher levels of attention and scrutiny in
the years to come. In 2020, sustainable open-end
and ETFs available to EU investors attracted €233
billion while green bonds raised $271bn in 2019,
according to BloombergNEF.

Green Finance in shipping

Despite the highly efficient way of transporting
goods by sea, shipping is still responsible for
approximately 3% of global GHG emissions or 13%
of global transportation CO2 emissions, and has
lagged other transportation sectors in the drive
to decarbonise.

Global sea freight demand will potentially triple
by 2050 and marine sector emissions can rise by
250% in a “business as usual” scenario.

Implementation of policies and development of
environmental technologies are key to reaching
the desired standards for shipping.
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Nikos Stratis
Director, SSY Finance

GREEN 
FINANCE

    The challenges of
attracting green
compliant capital only
amplify the existing
ship finance drought
the industry is already
dealing with post
financial crisis.

“
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Source: Shell/Decarbonization shipping

Shipping: 5
Rail: 35

Road: 80
Air: 435

Emissions by mode of transport
g CO2/ton-km

A large Vessel emits 1% of
the CO2 per ton-km of a
plane and 14% of a Cargo
train



Shipping is now faced with a triple
challenge:

A.   meet incremental freight demand of a 
      growing global population
B.   improve current fleet carbon footprint 
      via retrofits and operational 
      improvements
C.   Identify reliable and cost-effective 
      technologies and transition  

Furthermore, it is important to note that
green finance requirements do not stop at
the emissions and compliant
operational/technological aspects of the
underlying asset; they can - significantly -
extend to the cargo transported by
“compliant” assets. As such fossil fuel
transporting assets (LNGCs, crude tankers
and bulk carriers engaging largely in coal
transportation) may also fail to meet green
finance certification requirements. Capital
providers not only have to rate the carbon
footprint of new investments but are also
under increasing pressure to report the
carbon footprint of their existing portfolios.

The challenges of attracting green
compliant capital only amplify the existing
ship finance drought the industry is already
dealing with post financial crisis,
incremental financial regulation (Basel IV)
and financial reporting standards aimed at
higher transparency.

One could argue that incrementally
selective availability of capital towards
shipping – now aimed at satisfying both
green and financial/regulatory aspects –
can also manifest itself in a reduced
liquidity for the traditional secondhand
market of the existing fleet leading up to
the first milestone of 2030. Reduced
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    Reduced liquidity can
increase residual value risks
which financing portfolios
have already assumed in
earlier years, hampering
further new business.
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liquidity can increase residual value risks
which financing portfolios have already
assumed in earlier years, hampering further
new business.

At the same time, we note that capital is
increasingly reluctant to finance unproven
technologies, even if classified as green. Retrofit
financing of open loop scrubbers was deemed
green financing just over a year ago, but views
have changed drastically since then.

Asian financiers have so far been less sensitive
to environmental aspects of shipping and have
been subject to less stringent financial
oversight, potentially benefiting them from an
arbitrage opportunity. We do however expect
them to also tighten their green finance
requirements and possibly link them to new
technologies supporting local shipyard
industries. Major Japanese banks are now
signing up to the Poseidon Principles and
Japanese shipyards and trading houses are on a
quest for new ship designs and propulsion
systems and fuels. China is evaluating and
expected to follow.  

Large charterers are also obligated to adhere
to strict ESG policies and are incrementally
careful on environmental footprint of asset
they select to extend medium to long term
charters, while engaging actively in the carbon
offset market.

The past decade has produced dismal returns
for ship owners which also came with other
regulatory requirements e.g., ballast water
treatment system, scrubbers/low sulphur fuel
transition etc. Small and medium size owners
may find it increasingly harder to justify equity
financing to achieve compliance, which can
trigger further consolidation trends within the
industry.

At the same time opportunities for structuring
green complaint shipping investments will arise
via the combination of compliant newbuilding
technologies/assets, backed by longer term cash
flows and linking them with competitive green
financing.

Lack of finance and technological uncertainties
on the very many “shades of green” may also
help to keep a lead on newbuilding orderbooks
leading up to 2030, which can be a catalyst for
prolonged improved freight markets until then,
followed by large fleet renewal programs when
uniform regulation and technologies have been
selected.

In conclusion we can say that the issue is
abundantly clear. The solution isn’t. Lack of
consensus on reliable green technology, coupled
with lack of a uniform regulatory framework and
commercial agendas of stakeholders make the
subject extremely complex and as of today
remains difficult to accurately quantify.
Availability (or lack) of capital will inevitably be a
driver for change.
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    Lack of finance and
technological uncertainties on
the very many “shades of
green” may also help to keep a
lead on newbuilding
orderbooks leading up to 2030.
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Global efforts to reduce shipping emissions have rapidly
accelerated in recent years, with a range of initiatives
aimed at reducing nitrogen, sulphur, and carbon oxides.
Most of these have been led by the IMO1, though with
some regional initiatives emerging from the U.S. and
Europe. Looking ahead there is no question air pollution
regulations on shipping will ratchet tighter.

The latest iteration is the approval of two important
carbon intensity measures – the EEXI2 and CII3– at the
June 2021 IMO MEPC4 76th session, both scheduled to be
introduced in 2023. The EEXI aims to measure the
energy efficiency of existing vessels, while the CII gauges
annual operational emissions. As these measures will
affect SSY’s client base – including ship owners,
charterers, and financiers – it is imperative that these
measures are plainly understood and appreciated.

IMO CO2 Goals

Following the inclusion of shipping emissions in the
UNFCCC’s5 2015 Paris Agreement, the IMO acted in 20186

to decarbonize international shipping by setting dual
goals. First, a medium-term goal to reduce the carbon
intensity of shipping 40% from 2008 levels by 2030 and,
second, a long-term goal to halve carbon dioxide
emissions by 2050.

To achieve the first goal, the IMO incorporated the
existing 2013 EEDI7 initiatives aimed at reducing CO2
emissions in new vessel designs and then set about
designing new measures to assess and reduce the
carbon intensity of the existing fleet – the now approved
EEXI and CII metrics.
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THE REGULATED
WORLD OF SHIPPING
DECARBONISATION

Alastair Stevenson
Director Digital Analytics

1IMO: International Maritime Organisation
2EEXI: Energy Efficiency Existing Ship Index
3CII: Carbon Intensity Indicator
4IMO MEPC: Marine Environmental Protec-
tion Committee
5UNFCCC: United Nations Framework Con-
vention on Climate Change
6Initial IMO Strategy on Reduction of GHG
Emissions from Ships (MEPC.304(72))
7EEDI: Energy Efficiency Design Index



The IMO’s 2050 goal of reducing CO2

emissions by 50% cannot be achieved if
fossil fuels continue to dominate
bunkering. There has been some interest in
transitionary fuels, such as LNG and
Methanol, as a means of reducing CO2

while very low or zero carbon fuel
technologies were developed. However, a
combination of relatively low new building
activity and the +20yr lifespan of most
vessels, has seen an increasing focus on
the outright adoption of very low or zero
carbon fuels, such as green ammonia and
hydrogen.

EEXI

The EEXI is, broadly, comparable to the
EEDI and measures design CO2 emissions
relative to the vessel’s size and service
speed8. A vessel’s carbon emissions are
measured at 75% of the main engine’s
maximum continuous rating, which also
sets the service speed. A simplified EEXI is
shown below, and the critical point to
recognise is the exponential relationship
between fuel (CO2) and speed. This means

that as a vessel slows down, its fuel
consumption and corresponding CO2

emissions decline more than speed –
thereby lowering carbon intensity and
reducing the EEXI.

The attained EEXI is then compared to
statistical reference lines developed by the
IMO to ascertain compliance. If a vessel’s
attained EEXI falls below the reference line,
the vessel is compliant and its compliant
EEXI is recorded on the vessel’s air
pollution certification (IAPP). Since an
IAPP is required for a vessel to sail, owners
will need to ensure compliant EEXIs are
achieved from their first survey after 1
November 2022.

Owners of non-compliant vessels have a
range of options to lower the EEXI, as
highlighted in the following chart. The
greater effectiveness of speed reductions
to lowering energy is also clear, with the
IMO’s 4th GHG study indicating gains of
between 7-8%. As a result, it has been
anticipated that owners will choose
overridable engine power limitations
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(EPLs) are their preferred cost-effective
option. The EPL reduces power and hence
CO2 emissions, lowering the EEXI to
required levels.

The June 2021 MEPC presented a few
surprises for the EEXI calculation:
Firstly, in a deviation from the EEDI
formula, vessels requiring an EPL to attain
compliance will evaluate EEXI compliance
at 83% of the EPL, instead of 75% as used
in the EEDI. This means that a more
stringent EPL is required to achieve EEXI
compliance. For example, a 10,000kw
vessel that is non-compliant at 75% MCR
(7500kw) and becomes compliant at 70%
MCR (7,000kw) would need the EPL set at
8400kw (7000kw / 83% = 8400kw).
Admittedly there will be very few hours in
a year when the engine runs at this level as
most steaming operations occur below
50% MCR. Nevertheless, having an EPL
cost at least 10% of MCR may prompt
owners of marginally non-compliant
vessels to explore alternative abatement
options, such as hull and propellor
maintenance.

Secondly, pre-EEDI era vessels without an
accredited engine power / speed analysis at
EEDI draft (summer design load) to
establish the Vref  service speed will be
required to use the IMO’s statistical
approximation, Vapp , with additional speed
penalties of 1kt or 5% (whichever is lower).
The result is a conservative speed measure
that will elevate the resulting EEXI.
BIMCO/RINA proposals to address this by
allowing further sea trial analysis were
generally supported at MEPC 76 but
considered ‘immature’ and not adopted.
With further work it is likely similar
proposals will eventually be adopted, but in
the meantime poorly documented vessels
will be referenced against a very
conservative EEXI measure – making
compliance more onerous and requiring
greater EPLs.

In general, for post-2013 built vessels with a
sea trial evaluated EEDI, EEXI compliance is
expected to be relatively straight forward
as the EEDI can be used to assess
compliance. For older vessels, sea trial
documentation (preferably at load drafts) is
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    The IMO’s decarbonisation
initiatives will present the
greatest challenge to shipping
over the next years.
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key. The latest version of SSY’s IMO
application (also available through Marine
Benchmark) offers the capability to assess
compliance on likely service speeds, or the
more conservative Vapp level.

SSY EEXI/EEDI estimates suggest that less
than 25% of Bulkers and Tankers will attain
compliance leaving most of the fleet facing
either EPLs or another form of CO2

abatement. All these vessels will need to be
assessed by class societies, creating a
substantial logistical challenge. However,
the practical operational effect of the EPL
will be more limited, as operational speeds
are frequently under 50% MCR. SSY Digital
Analysis estimate that slower steaming
speeds resulting from EPLs will lead to a 1-
2% fall in annual Tanker and Bulker fleet
capacity. While this may seem limited, it is
worth considering that this decline is
centred on periods when faster speeds are
needed – to meet a laycan, tidal change or
to eligible for time charter. It is this option
to speed up that the EEXI limits.

CII

MEPC 76 also provided a wealth of
information on the CII, which is to be
included in a vessel’s SEEMP from
November 2022. As expected, the IMO
selected the AER, as used by the Poseidon
Principles, which measures the annual CO2

emissions divided by the deadweight and
annual distance travelled. 

Like the EEXI, the CII is compared to
reference lines established by the IMO to
determine a vessel’s CII rank – from A to E.
These reference lines will decline over time
by a “Z-factor”, designed to reduce
operation carbon intensity over time.
Vessels achieving a CII rank of E, or D for
three consecutive years, will be required to
file a corrective action plan on the SEEMP.

The CII now becomes the IMO’s reference
point for its commitment to reduce carbon
intensity 40% from 2008 levels by 2030.
Based on the 4th IMO Greenhouse Gas
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    a combination of relatively low new
building activity and the +20yr lifespan
of most vessels, has seen an increasing
focus on the outright adoption of very
low or zero carbon fuels, such as green
ammonia and hydrogen.
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Study completed last year, the IMO
assessed a 24% reduction in carbon
intensity between 2008 and 2019. Resetting
the baseline to 2019, for the CII, requires a
further reduction of 21% to meet the original
40% goal. To achieve this, the IMO is
modelling trendline improvements of 1% pa
through 2022, doubling to 2% pa between
2023-26. This means a 5% reduction in the
2023 baseline.

It is worth remembering that the fall in
carbon intensity between 2008-19 was due
to a variety of macro and micro factors,
including larger and less carbon intensive
vessels, improvements in net engine
efficiency as new builds replaced older
scrapped vessels, plus a trend towards
slower, less carbon intensive steaming
speeds because of generally lacklustre

markets. Arguably, some of these trends
have run their course and, going forward,
the IMO is looking for improvements at the
vessel-level, rather than fleet level.
In this context, although the IMO has taken
criticism for the 2% annual 2023-26
improvement targets, the reductions are
still in line with overall 2008-30 pathway
and as the focus shifts to vessel operations
is likely to require behavioural changes
between owners and charterers to reduce
a vessel’s CII. Decisions on optimal
steaming speeds, selecting trade routes
with more efficient port turnarounds
(minimising port congestion), and perhaps
prioritising longer routes will be important
options for underperforming D and E
ranked vessels. Equally, for owners
controlling larger fleets allocating newer
and more efficient vessels on
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CII (gCO2 /dwt. nm) =
Annual Carbon Emissions

Distance Travelled x DWT
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disadvantageous routes could be a means
of preventing an older vessel picking up a E
ranking.

Using Marine Benchmark emissions
estimates, we have back calculated CII-
AERs for each tanker and bulker. Taking
2019 actual operations to avoid the
influence of Covid-19 and applying the 5%
2023 baseline reduction, indicates 74% for
bulkers and 77% for the tanker fleet would
achieve A-C rankings, while 11% and 10%,
respectively, would achieve an E ranking.

Interestingly, reviewing the 2015-2020 data
indicates a much higher proportion of

vessels ranking E at least one year in the
period – typically 20% for most fleets and
as much as 40% for Capesize vessels. While
there are serial offenders, as a rule of thumb
about half of E rankings are one-off
occurrences reflecting an unusual set of
circumstances. For example, last year’s
Australian coal prohibition in China
prevented some vessels from discharging
for months on end and increased D and E
vessel rankings.

This illustrates that the CII ranking system
often has as much to do with the efficiency
of the commodity route as the underlying
potential carbon performance. Ranking
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Bulker Summary    2019 Operations against 2023 baseline

Tanker Summary    2019 Operations against 2023 baseline

A B C D E

Vessels 533 800 738 249 273

Share 21% 31% 28% 10% 11%

Vessels 842 862 1147 504 239

Share 23% 24% 32% 14% 7%

Vessels 790 793 677 329 203

Share 28% 28% 24% 12% 7%

Vessels 65 183 566 576 465

Share 4% 10% 31% 31% 25%

Vessels Total 2230 2638 3128 1658 1180

Share Total 21% 24% 29% 15% 11%

A B C D E

Vessels 65 158 257 189 147

Share 8% 19% 31% 23% 18%

Vessels 359 461 512 168 163

Share 22% 28% 31% 10% 10%

Vessels 75 188 118 50 34

Share 16% 40% 25% 11% 7%

Vessels 485 298 149 45 73

Share 46% 28% 14% 4% 7%

Vessels 151 277 102 29 51

Share 25% 45% 17% 5% 8%

Vessels 31 188 298 194 87

Share 4% 24% 37% 24% 11%

Vessels Total 1166 1570 1436 675 555

Share Total 22% 29% 27% 12% 10%



fluctuations from year-to-year are more likely
a result of charterer trade route demands,
making the interplay between owner and
charterer something to watch if an A-C rated
vessels is returned with an E rating! Several
charterers have already indicated their
intention to only charter vessels ranking A-C,
raising the prospect of discounted markets
for D and E ranked vessels.

Conclusion

The IMO’s decarbonisation initiatives will
present the greatest challenge to shipping
over the next years. This begins with the
introduction of the EEDI, EEXI and CII
metrics, all aiming to lower carbon intensity
and will be the focus of owners and
charterers, among others, as the next phase
begins in 2023. Longer term IMO ambitions to
shift away from fossil fuels will be an even
greater challenge, as it involves not just the
redesign of engines and fuel systems, but also
all the upstream infrastructure from
bunkering to fuel transportation and even
production. Like all challenges, there will be
opportunities where the price of carbon
intersects with the market, whether it be
changes to the vessel values, purchasing
carbon offsets or pricing carbon into time
charters. Understanding the changing
regulatory landscape is the first step towards
identifying these opportunities.
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    Like all challenges,
there will be
opportunities where the
price of carbon intersects
with the market, whether
it be changes to the
vessel values, purchasing
carbon offsets or pricing
carbon into time charters.

“



Japan Electricity
It was a rather brutal start to the year in
Japan, as very cold weather across the
country and high LNG prices caused
electricity spot prices to surge to record
highs.

Despite the effects of the pandemic,
Japan’s electricity demand spiked in late
December and January due to cold weather
increasing heating load. To make matters
worse, there was a marked reduction in
solar generation.

This abrupt increase in electricity demand
required a significant amount of gas-fired
thermal generation capacity to be re-
started. While most of Japan’s gas is
sourced under long-term LNG supply
contracts, there was a need to draw on
spot cargoes to ensure sufficient supply.
Unfortunately, this combined with
additional high demand from China and
Korea sent LNG spot prices to record highs.
Ultimately, this was reflected into Japan’s
electricity spot prices, which rallied to
extreme levels:
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Japan’s generation mix was turned on its
head in 2011, with the Fukushima disaster
collapsing its nuclear fleet and hugely
increasing the nation’s reliance on LNG.
Since then, there has been a consistent
buildup of renewable generation.
Photovoltaic (solar) power is a material part
of the generation mix and has a marked
influence on electricity spot prices. This,
combined with a somewhat unique double-
peak (Summer and Winter each have
marked peaks in Japan) make this a very
interesting market for global power traders. 

The need to hedge this volatility continues
to attract local utilities, retailers, and large
industrials. Participation on EEX is
increasing weekly and, while trading
volumes have come off the high in January,
we believe this market will continue to
mature and grow.

SSY Futures has been able to maintain a
strong market share, broking over half of all
volume traded to date. We have recently
extended our business to Tokyo to better
serve the growing local market
participation. We are very excited about
this and aim to develop our physical and
financial brokerage service to ensure it

seamlessly connects those in Japan to the
wider global market.

Singapore and Philippine OTC
Electricity

SSY announced recently that it has entered
a partnership with Green Tiger Markets
(“GTM”), where SSY Futures will act as the
exclusive broker to GTM’s over-the-counter
marketplace for Philippines and Singapore
electricity forwards. We are delighted to be
working with GTM to support Singapore
and Philippine market participants in this
fast-growing area. We strongly believe the
ability to transact in a competitive and
transparent marketplace will help
participants effectively manage their risks
and be of significant value to the Philippine
and Singaporean economies.

Voluntary Carbon Offsets

SSY Futures Ltd will soon be launching a
dedicated carbon desk in London, and the
energy desk in Singapore and Tokyo will be
working with them to introduce voluntary
carbon offsets to the Asian power markets.
For more information on this, please
contact carbon@ssy.co.uk
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Keep up to date with all the latest shipping research by subscribing to the SSY Premier Club 
www.ssyonline.com/about-us/premier-club/
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